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• Three Storey
• Terrace / Garden
• Open Plan Kitchen
• Bright Reception
• Three Bedrooms
• Sough After Location

Forming part of the Camberwell Grove conservation
area, this generous and versatile home occupies a
supremely quiet and prestigious position along a part-
cobbled through road off Grove Lane.

Canning Corss is set within the Camberwell Grove
Conservation Area. Peckham Rye and Denmark Hill
Stations are close by offering frequent links into the City
and beyond. The property is also placed perfectly for
Bellenden Road with its array of independent shops, bars
and restaurants and many outstanding local schools.

£850,000



Canning Cross, SE5

Accommodation is spacious, bright, well-designed and fitted to a good specification throughout.
The ground floor has a wonderfully large and bright reception area with a smart open-plan kitchen
providing plenty of space for dining and entertaining. There is also a useful cloakroom/WC.

Upstairs has an excellent balance of bedrooms and bathrooms with two doubles served by a modern
family bathroom on the first floor, whilst the top floor provides a wonderful master suite with
double bedroom and ensuite shower. It benefits from a tremendous amount of natural light from
bifold doors opening directly to a private balcony,

Further outside space comes by way of a fabulous roof terrace which is fully decked, offers
delightful views and is accessed via a large skylight window off the hallway meaning the central
point, usually quite dark on terraced properties, is also flooded with natural light.
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Energy Rating: C. We aim to make our particulars both

accurate and reliable. However they are not guaranteed;

nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require

clarification on any points then please contact us,

especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please

note that appliances and heating systems have not been

tested and therefore no warranties can be given as to their

good working order.


